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The flavor of goals is either a quest for the romantic Russia of the author's dreams, and a story
of amazement as she discovers and will get stuck up within Taste of Dreams the new, anarchic
Russia rising from its Soviet constraints. At its middle is the tale of caviar: beluga, the rarest
form of sturgeon, harvested from the Caspian Sea. it really is now an endangered species, and
nobody is aware how—or wants—to cease the plunder. humans kill for it.
Vanora Bennett is a journalist and has labored much in Russia. this glorious publication is a
travelogue following her obsession with Russia and caviar. Bennett is a beneficiant and talented
author and this booklet is a shiny portrayal of a rustic dealing with social upheaval. while she
outlines the cultural and average background of caviar and the sturgeon, charting the results of
smuggling and overfishing at the sturgeon's populations in and round the Caspian Sea. faraway
from being heavy and invaluable notwithstanding the publication is marvellously alive and
infrequently very funny, and as such is a way more powerful instrument in awakening people's
knowledge of the issues. Caviar? No thanks!
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